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Temporal-integration functions and psychometric functions for detection were obtained in eight
users of the Nucleus 22-electrode cochlear implant. Stimuli were 100-Hz, 200-ms/phase trains of
biphasic pulses with durations ranging from 0.44 to 630.44 ms~1 to 64 pulses!.
Temporal-integration functions were measured for 21 electrodes. Slopes of these functions were
considerably shallower than the 2.5 dB/doubling slopes typically observed in acoustic hearing. They
varied widely across subjects and for different electrodes in a given subject, ranging from 0.06 to
1.94 dB/doubling of stimulus pulses, with a mean@standard deviation~s.d.!# value of 0.42~0.38!.
Psychometric functions were measured for 11 of the same 21 electrodes. Slopes of psychometric
functions also varied across subjects and electrodes, and were 2–20 times steeper than those
reported by other investigators for normal-hearing and cochlear-impaired acoustic listeners. Slopes
of individual psychometric functions for 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse stimuli ranged from 0.20 to
1.84 logd8/dB with a mean~s.d.! value of 0.77~0.45!. Psychometric-function slopes did not vary
systematically with stimulus duration in most cases. A clear inverse relation between slopes of
psychometric functions and slopes of temporal-integration functions was observed. This relation
was reasonably well described by a hyperbolic function predicted by the multiple-looks model of
temporal integration@Viemeister and Wakefield, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.90, 858–865 ~1991!#.
Psychometric-function slopes tended to increase with absolute threshold and were inversely
correlated with dynamic range, suggesting that observed differences in psychometric-function
slopes across subjects and electrodes may reflect underlying differences in neural survival. ©1997
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~97!03506-6#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ts, 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Mk, 43.64.Me@JWH#
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INTRODUCTION

An important phenomenon observed in hearing a
other sensory systems is that detection thresholds for b
stimuli improve with increasing stimulus duration. This ph
nomenon, termed temporal integration, has been describe
audition for both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired
teners, for a variety of tonal and broadband stimuli@see
Gerkenet al. ~1990!, for a review#. Normal-hearing listeners
demonstrate approximately 2.5 dB threshold improvem
per doubling of stimulus duration for durations up to 20
300 ms. Temporal integration is reduced in the presenc
cochlear hearing loss, with slopes shallower than 1
doubling often observed~e.g., Gengel and Watson, 197
Florentineet al., 1988!.

Classic models of temporal integration assume ‘‘leak
~Plomp and Bouman, 1959; Zwislocki, 1960, 1969; Jeffre
1967, 1968! or perfect ~Green, 1960; Green and Swet
1966! integration of stimulus energy with a time constant
the order of several hundred milliseconds. These models
account satisfactorily for the shapes of temporal-integra
functions, but their long time constants grossly exceed
integration time constants necessary to explain tempo
resolution phenomena such as modulation detection and
detection. Other models, that utilize shorter time consta

a!Correspondence to: Gail S. Donaldson, Ph.D., Box 396 UMHC, Ro
8-323 PWB, 516 Delaware St., S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455. Electro
mail: donal005@maroon.tc.umn.edu
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(,10 ms), are able to account for various tempor
resolution data~Viemeister, 1979; Forrest and Green, 198
Mooreet al., 1988!; however, their predictions of tempora
integration functions at threshold are unrealistic. Thus,
assumption of a single time constant for integration of stim
lus energy, whether short or long, appears unable to exp
both temporal-integration and temporal-resolution pheno
ena. This dichotomy has been termed the ‘‘integratio
resolution paradox’’~Green, 1985; de Boer, 1975!.

A solution to this paradox was proposed by Viemeis
and Wakefield~1991!, who reported data from two exper
ments suggesting that long time-constant integration does
underlie temporal integration but, instead, that multip
short ‘‘looks’’ at the processed signal are combined to i
prove detection performance. An overview of themultiple-
looksmodel is as follows: Signals within a single chann
~e.g., critical-band filter! undergo a nonlinear transformatio
such as half-wave rectification, followed by leaky integrati
within a temporal window having a short time constan
(;3 ms). The ongoing output of the short temporal windo
is stored in short-term memory. Multiple samples of the p
cessed signal are available in short-term memory for use
the observer in making a decision related to signal detec
or discrimination. In its simplest implementation, consider
here, the samples or ‘‘looks’’ are assumed to be independ
optimally combined, and equally detectable. Performa
(d8) at a given stimulus intensity improves withn, the num-
ber of looks, according to the relation:dn85And18 . In the
c
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case of temporal integration, an increase in stimulus dura
corresponds to an increase in the number of available lo
this results in improved performance at a given stimulus
tensity or, for fixed performance, a reduction in ‘‘threshold

An important prediction of the multiple-looks model o
temporal integration is that the amount of threshold impro
ment associated with an increase in the number of lo
depends on the slope of the psychometric function fo
single look. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, steep psychome
functions will result in less threshold improvement than sh
low psychometric functions, because the intensity differe
corresponding to a constant (An) improvement in perfor-
mance (d8) will be smaller in the case of a steeper function1

As noted by Viemeister and Wakefield~1991!, this aspect of
the theory is consistent, at least qualitatively, with the
duced temporal integration observed in cochlear hearing
and with the dependence of temporal-integration slopes
stimulus frequency in normal-hearing listeners. However,
rect evaluation of the dependence of temporal-integra
slope on the slope of the psychometric function for a sin
look has proven to be difficult because the range
temporal-integration slopes observed in acoustic listener

FIG. 1. Illustration of the relationship between psychometric function sl
and predicted threshold improvement. In each panel, lower and upper
lines represent psychometric functions for stimuli with durations ofT and
2T, respectively. Functions shown in the left panel are shallower~slopes of
1.0 logd8/dB! than those in the right panel~slopes of 2.0 logd8/dB!. Ac-
cording to the simple version of the multiple-looks model, a doubling
stimulus duration improves performance (d8) by & at all stimulus levels,
resulting in an upward shift of the psychometric function. For a particu
threshold criterion~e.g.,d851, shown by the dashed horizontal line!, im-
proved performance corresponds to a decrease in threshold; howeve
magnitude of threshold improvement is inversely proportional to the sl
of the psychometric function. In this example, doubling stimulus durat
results in 1.5-dB threshold improvement in the case of the shallower
chometric function~left panel!, but only 0.75-dB threshold improvement i
the case of the steeper function~right panel!.
3707 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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small and because the resolution with which psychomet
function slopes can be estimated is limited by normal sour
of variability.

Existing reports of temporal integration in electric hea
ing indicate that slopes of temporal-integration functio
vary considerably across subjects and for different stimu
conditions ~Eddington et al., 1978; Shannon, 1983, 1986
1990; White, 1984; Pfingstet al., 1991; Moonet al., 1993;
Pfingst and Morris, 1993!. Given this, and assuming that th
multiple-looks model is correct, then psychometric-functi
slopes for electric stimulation should also vary. Pfingstet al.
~1991! considered the relation between psychometr
function slopes and temporal-integration slopes for beh
ioral data from implanted monkeys; however, their analy
appear to have been limited to qualitative observations,
these did not reveal any clear relation between the two m
sures. To our knowledge, psychometric functions have
been described in human listeners with cochlear implant

The present study was undertaken with two goals
mind: One goal was to provide detailed descriptions of p
chometric functions for detection and correspondi
temporal-integration functions in a group of adult cochle
implant users. The second goal was to determine whe
psychometric-function slopes are predictive of tempor
integration function slopes in electric hearing, as sugges
by the multiple-looks hypothesis.

I. METHODS

A. Subjects

Eight adult users of the Nucleus 22-electrode cochl
implant served as subjects. Onset of deafness was postlin
in seven subjects and prelingual in the remaining sub
~AMA !. Table I lists each subject’s primary cause of de
ness, years of deafness prior to implant surgery, age at
plantation, depth of electrode-array insertion, and years
implant use at the time of data collection. As indicated, fi
of eight subjects were long-term users of the implant~5–7
years! at the time of testing. The other three~AMB, CXL,
and SLB! had one year or less experience with their devic
but obtained considerable benefit from them in everyday u

Experiments involved the presentation of electric stim
on bipolar electrode pairs. Temporal-integration functio
were obtained for 21 electrodes~1–3 electrodes in each sub
ject!; psychometric functions for detection were obtained
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TABLE I. Description of eight cochlear-implant subjects who participated in the present study. Subject
tifying code, primary cause of deafness, years of deafness~implanted ear! prior to implantation, age at implan
tation, depth of electrode-array insertion~mm from the round window, with 25 mm representing comple
insertion!, and years of implant use at the time of the present testing are listed for each subject.

Subject Cause of deafness Years deaf Age Depth Years us

AMA Congenital 57 57 19.4 6
AMB Progressive SNHL 1 49 25.0 1
CXL Aminoglycocide toxicity 1.5 32 24.0 0.5
EES Cogan’s syndrome 4 54 17.0 7
FXC Progressive SNHL 4 64 25.0 5
JPB Progressive SNHL 4 52 24.0 5
SLB Progressive SNHL 10 47 25.0 1
VVK Sudden, After ear surgery 38 55 17.0 7
3707Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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11 of these electrodes. The spatial separation between a
and reference electrodes was set to agree with that use
subjects’ speech-processor maps. This separation was
mm ~7 subjects! or 0.75 mm~subject AMA!. In this paper,
research electrode~rEL! numbering is used, i.e., electrode
are numbered consecutively from the apical to basal en
the 22-electrode array, and electrode number refers to
basal member of the stimulating pair.

Electrodes were chosen to represent a range of abs
thresholds and dynamic ranges, and different regions of s
jects’ implanted arrays. Specifically, subjects were tes
whose average dynamic ranges varied from narro
(,4 dB) to relatively wide (.8 dB) and, to the extent pos
sible, test electrodes in a given subject were chosen to
resent differing thresholds and dynamic ranges. Table II l
detection threshold~THS!, maximum acceptable loudnes
level ~MAL !, and dynamic range~DR! for each electrode
These measures were obtained in response to a stan
stimulus ~500-ms train of 125-Hz, 205-ms/phase biphasic
pulses! using an ascending method of adjustment. In the
justment procedure, pulse trains are repeated continuous
a rate of 1/s and the experimenter slowly increases stim
current amplitude until the subject indicates that the soun
just audible. This level is recorded and then remeasure
another ascending run. The mean of two or three such
mates is taken to be threshold. An estimate of MAL is su
sequently obtained by increasing stimulus level above
threshold estimate until the subject indicates that stimu
loudness has reached a level that can only be tolerated
short time. THS and MAL estimates for this standard stim
lus are obtained periodically in our laboratory as part o
baseline characterization of subjects’ electric hearing an

TABLE II. Detection threshold~THS!, maximum acceptable loudness lev
~MAL ! and dynamic range~DR! for each of 21 test electrodes in eigh
cochlear-implant subjects. Stimuli were 500-ms trains of 125-Hz, 205ms/
phase, biphasic pulses. Data represent means of values obtained at
more timepoints within six months of data collection for the present stu

Subject Electrode
THS

~dB re: 1 mA!
MAL

~dB re: 1 mA!
DR
~dB!

AMA rEL04 57.3 61.4 4.1
rEL19 53.5 56.7 3.2

AMB rEL06 48.1 56.0 8.0
rEL12 47.1 56.6 9.5
rEL20 47.6 57.6 10.0

CXL rEL05 48.8 64.8a .16.0
rEL11 45.8 64.8a .18.0
rEL18 44.4 64.8a .20.4

EES rEL05 49.2 52.6 3.6
rEL11 49.6 53.8 3.9
rEL18 48.6 52.7 4.0

FXC rEL05 49.3 55.2 6.0
rEL11 50.9 57.7 6.7
rEL18 52.3 55.9 3.6

JPB rEL07 51.7 57.8 6.1
rEL11 51.0 57.8 6.9
rEL16 53.1 60.5 7.4

SLB rEL21 53.6 57.6 4.1
VVK rEL06 48.7 53.2 4.5

rEL10 47.4 50.9 3.5
rEL15 49.1 50.7 1.6

aMAL not reached at current–amplitude limits of receiver–stimulator.
3708 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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monitor for obvious changes in hearing sensitivity over tim
Values in Table II represent mean data for each subject f
one or more test dates over a time period within66 months
of data collection for the present experiments. They are p
sented here to provide the reader with an overview of
sensitivity and dynamic range characteristics of electro
tested. Additional measures of THS and MAL were obtain
as part of the present experiments, and are described be

B. Stimuli

Stimuli for the present experiments were pulse tra
comprised of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64 biphasic pulses p
sented at a rate of 100 pulses/s. Individual pulses had a fi
pulse duration of 200ms/phase, with a 44-ms interphase gap
thus, interpulse interval for the multiple-pulse stimuli w
9.56 ms, and train durations for the 1- to 64-pulse stim
ranged from 0.44 to 630.44 ms. Current amplitude~pulse
height! was always the parameter varied.

Experiments were controlled by a 50-MHz 80486 co
puter connected through a parallel port to a BTNI cochle
implant interface~Shannonet al., 1990!. Stimulus ampli-
tudes called for in the adaptive and fixed-level procedu
~described below! were translated to the nearest current va
that could be delivered by a particular subject’s receive
stimulator. These values corresponded to integercurrent step
units ~CSUs!,2 and were determined using calibration tabl
provided by Cochlear Corporation for each subject’s i
planted device. Stimuli were verified using a calibrate
Nucleus 22-electrode receiver–stimulator whose outp
could be monitored directly~Implant-in-a-Box, Cochlear
Corporation!.

C. Psychophysical procedures

Psychophysical procedures were selected that wo
permit collection of an entire temporal-integration functio
or psychometric function for detection in a single testi
session. This was necessary to ensure that small shift
subjects’ hearing sensitivity across sessions did not inv
date estimates of temporal-integration slope
psychometric-function slope. Threshold data used to c
struct temporal-integration functions were obtained using
adaptive procedure; psychometric functions were obtai
with a fixed-level procedure. Details of these procedures
given below.

Temporal-integration functions.Temporal-integration
functions were constructed from threshold data for each
the seven stimuli. For each stimulus, preliminary estima
of threshold and maximum acceptable loudness were
tained using the ascending method of adjustment proce
described earlier~Sec. I A!. These values were used to s
the starting level and maximum-safe-stimulation level,
spectively, for a 3IFC adaptive procedure that provided fi
threshold estimates comprising temporal-integration fu
tions. In the adaptive procedure, three listening interv
were cued visually on a video monitor and the stimulus w
presented in one of the intervals, chosen at random on e
trial. The subject’s task was to identify the interval conta

e or
.

3708Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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ing the stimulus and to press the corresponding button o
three-button computer mouse. Correct-answer feedback
provided after each trial.

Stimulus level was set 1–3 dB above the prelimina
~adjustment! threshold estimate at the start of each adap
track. The first four reversals were obtained using a step
of either 2 or 4 CSUs~approximately 0.3 or 0.6 dB! and a
two-down, one-up stepping rule. These initial trials were
tended to quickly move the adaptive track to a level n
detection threshold. Following the fourth reversal, step s
was halved and a three-down, one-up stepping rule was
sumed. This rule estimates the stimulus level necessar
obtain 79.4% correct responses~Levitt, 1971!. Trials contin-
ued until eight additional reversals occurred. Threshold w
taken to be the arithmetic mean of the current levels~dB re:
1 mA! at the final eight reversals.

Threshold estimates were obtained in ‘‘sets,’’ where
set consisted of one threshold estimate for each of the s
stimuli ~1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64 pulses!, collected in order of
increasing stimulus duration.3 Three to four complete set
were obtained initially. Additional tracks were then obtaine
if needed, to replace tracks in which reversals failed to c
verge or to provide additional threshold estimates if the fi
3 to 4 estimates for a particular stimulus were unusua
variable.4 Temporal-integration functions were construct
from means of 3–5 threshold estimates for each stimu
Data comprising a given function were typically obtained
a single 2-h session; however, it was occasionally neces
to combine data across two sessions. When this was the
threshold data collected during a second session were e
ated for shifts in the subject’s sensitivity. If such a shift w
suspected, the original threshold estimates were disca
and another complete set of data was obtained.

Psychometric functions for detection.Psychometric
functions for detection were obtained for the 1-, 2-, 4-,
and 64-pulse stimuli, using a fixed-level, 2IFC procedure
this procedure, two listening intervals were cued on a vid
monitor. The stimulus was presented in one of the interv
chosen at random on each trial. Again, correct-answer fe
back was provided after each trial.

Stimulus levels for a particular psychometric functio
were selected to span the range of near-chance to n
perfect performance in 5–10 steps. Levels could not
specified uniformly for all electrodes and stimuli~e.g., at
fixed levels relative to the adaptive threshold!, first, because
the rate of performance increase with level varied across
jects and, second, because subjects’ receiver–stimula
could deliver current levels only in discrete steps cor
sponding to integer CSUs. Instead, for a given psychome
function, the interval between adjacent stimulus levels w
held constant at 1, 2, or 4 CSUs~approximately 0.15, 0.3, o
0.6 dB, respectively!. Appropriate stimulus levels were ini
tially estimated from the 3IFC threshold and were modifie
if necessary, after an initial descending run was comple
Data were collected in blocks of 20 trials. The first data
consisted of one block of trials at each stimulus level,
descending order. Stimulus level order was alternated
tween ascending and descending in subsequent sets.5 Four to
six data sets~80–120 trials per point! were obtained in this
3709 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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manner, with all data for a particular psychometric functio
collected in a single, 2 to 3 h session.

Slope estimates for each psychometric function were
tained as follows: The mean percent-correct score and co
sponding standard deviation were computed for the 4
blocks of trials obtained at each stimulus level, and the 9
confidence interval~CI! around each mean value was dete
mined. Data points were included in psychometric-functi
fits if the lower limit of the CI was greater than 50% and th
upper limit of the CI was less than 100%.6 Mean percent-
correct values were transformed tod8 units, and a linear
function was fit to the data in logd8 versus dB coordinates
by least-squares regression.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Temporal-integration functions

Variability of temporal-integration slopes across sub
jects and electrodes.Temporal-integration functions for al
21 test electrodes are shown in Fig. 2. To facilitate compa
son of function shapes across electrodes, thresholds for

FIG. 2. Temporal-integration functions for 21 test electrodes in eig
cochlear-implant subjects. All thresholds are expressed relative to
threshold for a single pulse in order to facilitate comparison of functi
shapes across electrodes. Different combinations of symbols and conne
lines represent different electrodes, as indicated in the legend; data
apical, middle, and basal electrodes are plotted as open, shaded, and
symbols, respectively. Asterisks next to legend entries indicate electro
for which psychometric functions were also obtained~see Fig. 6!. The
heavy, solid line represents the slope~2.5 dB/doubling of pulses! expected
for normal-hearing listeners performing a similar, acoustic task.
3709Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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electrode are expressed relative to the threshold for a si
pulse presented to the same electrode. The heavy, solid
in Fig. 2 has a slope of 2.5 dB/doubling; this corresponds
the slope of a temporal-integration function expected from
normal-hearing listener performing a similar, acoustic ta
~Gerkenet al., 1990; Carlyonet al., 1990!.

Figure 2 shows that the slopes of temporal-integrat
functions and, related to this, the maximum threshold
provement obtained with increasing stimulus duration, var
considerably across subjects and electrodes. At one extr
the function obtained for electrode SLBrEL21~topmost
curve in Fig. 2! showed essentially no temporal integratio
At the opposite extreme, electrode VVKrEL06~bottom-most
curve in Fig. 2! demonstrated nearly 6 dB of threshold im
provement as the number of stimulus pulses increased fro
to 8, with the temporal-integration slope for short-durati
stimuli ~1.94 dB/doubling! approaching the value expecte
in normal-hearing acoustic subjects~2.5 dB/doubling!.
Slopes of temporal-integration functions’ initial segmen
were quantified by fitting a line to the 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pu
data by least-squares regression.7 The resulting parameter
are given in Table III. Slopes ranged from 0.06 to 1.94
threshold improvement per doubling of the number of puls
with mean and median values of 0.42 and 0.33 dB/doubl
respectively. The shallowest of these slopes~0.06, electrode
SLBrEL21! was not significantly different from zero (p
.0.1).

The same temporal-integration functions are replotted
Fig. 3, with each panel showing data for a single subje
Mean detection thresholds are shown as symbols conne
by thin solid lines; linear functions fit to the 1-, 2-, 4-, an

TABLE III. Slopes of short-duration segments of temporal-integration fu
tions~1–8 pulses!, estimated by linear regression of threshold~dB re: 1 mA!
on stimulus duration~doublings of number pulses!. Standard errors~se! of
slope estimates and 90% confidence intervals~90% CI! are also given.
Slopes are expressed as positive numbers~i.e., dB threshold improvemen
per doubling of number pulses!. With one exception~SLB rEL12!, signifi-
cantr 2 values~r 2.0.85, p,0.01! were associated with all slope estimate

Subject Electrode Slope se 90% CI

AMA rEL04 0.43 0.032 0.36–0.52
rEL19 0.22 0.029 0.13–0.30

AMB rEL06 0.32 0.033 0.23–0.42
rEL12 0.50 0.042 0.38–0.63
rEL20 0.69 0.087 0.44–0.95

CXL rEL05 0.16 0.042 0.04–0.29
rEL11 0.30 0.042 0.18–0.42
rEL18 0.33 0.046 0.19–0.46

EES rEL05 0.15 0.040 0.03–0.27
rEL11 0.31 0.063 0.12–0.49
rEL18 0.23 0.033 0.13–0.33

FXC rEL05 0.26 0.021 0.20–0.32
rEL11 0.36 0.092 0.09–0.63
rEL18 0.35 0.028 0.27–0.44

JPB rEL07 0.38 0.095 0.10–0.66
rEL11 0.46 0.137 0.06–0.86
rEL16 0.52 0.045 0.39–0.65

SLB rEL21 0.06 0.031 20.03–0.15
VVK rEL06 1.94 0.152 1.49–2.38

rEL10 0.59 0.026 0.51–0.66
rEL15 0.19 0.054 0.03–0.35
3710 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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8-pulse data~described above! are shown as heavy line seg
ments.

Several features of Fig. 3 are noteworthy. First, it can
seen that the variability of threshold estimates, as represe
by the size of error bars, was generally small. Electro
VVKrEL06 was an obvious exception to this, demonstrati
high variability for the 2- and 4-pulse thresholds. We c
offer no explanation for this variability: Subject VVK had n
difficulty performing the adaptive threshold task, and the
were no systematic shifts in this electrode’s threshold e
mates over time. The variability of threshold estimates for
and 8-pulse stimuli was considerably smaller; thus, it is u
likely that increased variability of the 2- and 4-pulse thres
olds had a substantial effect on the overall shape of
temporal-integration function for this electrode, or on its u
usually steep short-duration slope.

A second feature of Fig. 3 involves comparison
temporal-integration function slopes across electrodes for
seven subjects with multiple test electrodes. Subjects C
EES, FXC, and JPB exhibited relatively similar tempor
integration slopes on different test electrodes. Mean@stan-
dard deviation~s.d.!# slope estimates for these subjects we
0.26 ~0.09!, 0.23 ~0.08!, 0.33 ~0.05!, and 0.45~0.07! dB/
doubling, respectively. Somewhat larger slope differen
across electrodes were exhibited by subjects AMA a
AMB. AMA’s electrodes rEL04 and rEL19 yielded slopes o
0.43 and 0.22, respectively, and the 90% confidence inter
of slope estimates for these electrodes were nonoverlap
~see Table III!. AMB’s electrodes rEL06, rEL12, and rEL20
yielded slopes of 0.32, 0.50, and 0.69 dB/doubling, resp
tively. Confidence intervals suggest that the tempor
integration slope for rEL06 was shallower than that f
rEL20, but that other pairs of slopes~i.e., rEL06 versus
rEL12, and rEL12 versus rEL20! were not significantly dif-
ferent. The largest interelectrode slope differences were
hibited by subject VVK, whose electrode rEL06 produced
temporal-integration function more than three times stee
~1.94 dB/doubling! than any other test electrode. Slopes f
VVK’s middle and apical electrodes~rEL10 and rEL15! fell
within the range observed for other subjects~0.59 and 0.19
dB/doubling, respectively!; however, 90% confidence inter
vals indicate significant slope differences between all th
electrodes.

It will be shown later that short-duration tempora
integration slopes can be predicted relatively well by t
slopes of corresponding psychometric functions for det
tion. In turn, it may be argued that psychometric-functi
slopes are determined by the characteristics of surviving n
rons nearest the intracochlear stimulating electrodes. If th
the case, then the large differences in temporal-integra
slopes exhibited by subject VVK across electrodes may
flect substantial differences in the characteristics of surviv
neurons in different regions of the cochlea. Similar but le
dramatic differences may account for the variation
temporal-integration slopes across electrodes in subj
AMA and AMB, and for differences in average tempora
integration slopes across subjects.

A final characteristic exhibited by the tempora
integration functions in Fig. 3 is a marked reduction in slo

-
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ctrodes
lid lines;
filled
FIG. 3. Temporal-integration functions for 21 electrodes in eight cochlear-implant subjects, replotted from Fig. 2. Each panel shows data for 1–3 ele
in a single subject whose subject code is given in the panel’s lower-left corner. Mean detection thresholds are shown as symbols connected by thin so
error bars represent values61 s.d. from each mean. As in Fig. 2, data for apical, middle, and basal electrodes are plotted with open, shaded, and
symbols, respectively. Heavy line segments represent linear functions resulting from least-squares regressions to the 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse data~see text!.
Electrode numbers and regression slopes are indicated in the symbol key for each panel.
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for long-duration stimuli. Such a slope change is particula
evident in the functions for subject VVK’s middle and bas
electrodes~rEL06 and rEL10!: The function for rEL06 pos-
sesses a sharp kneepoint at eight pulses, with slope dec
ing from 1.94 dB/doubling of pulses for shorter stimuli to
slope that is nearly flat for stimulus trains with eight or mo
pulses. A similar kneepoint is seen at 16 pulses for rEL
With one exception ~JPBrEL16!, least-squares linear
regression estimates of temporal-integration slopes betw
16 and 64 pulses were not significantly different from ze
(p.0.05). It is not clear what mechanisms underlie the
served flattening of functions at 8–16 pulses.

Threshold change expressed as percent dynamic ra
In Fig. 2, it was shown that the amount of threshold impro
ment associated with temporal integration is considera
smaller in electric hearing than in acoustic hearing. T
finding seems to imply that temporal integration has l
influence on the detection of short-duration sounds in
electric case. However, if threshold improvement is e
pressed as a proportion of dynamic range in both acou
and electric hearing, a different view is obtained. Consi
that the dynamic range of normal, acoustic hearing
roughly 100 dB. Temporal integration at a rate of 2.5 dB p
doubling of stimulus duration results in threshold improv
ments of 10 dB, or about 10% of dynamic range, as sig
3711 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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duration increases by a factor of 16~e.g., from 10 to 160
ms!. In the electric case, dynamic range may be 5 dB or le
A temporal-integration slope of 0.5 dB/doubling~typical of
the short-duration slopes seen here! translates to only 2-dB
change in absolute threshold for the same 16-fold increas
signal duration; however, this 2-dB change corresponds
40% of a 5-dB dynamic range. Both dynamic range a
slopes of temporal-integration functions are variable in el
tric hearing~e.g., see Tables II and III!. As shown below,
threshold improvement due to temporal integration, e
pressed as a percentage of dynamic range, may also
considerably across subjects and electrodes.

The present temporal-integration data are replotted
Fig. 4, with thresholds normalized to the threshold for t
longest-duration stimulus~64-pulse or 630.4-ms train!, and
with threshold change~in dB! expressed as a percentage
the dynamic range~in dB! for each electrode. Computation
were based on the dynamic range values listed in Table
Recall that these were obtained with stimuli~500-ms,
125-Hz 205-ms/phase pulse trains! relatively similar to the
64-pulse temporal-integration stimulus. The heavy, solid l
in Fig. 4 represents data that would be expected fo
normal-hearing acoustic listener, based upon a 100-dB
namic range and a temporal-integration slope of 2.5 d
doubling of signal duration for durations less than 320 m
3711Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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Figure 4 underscores the variability of tempora
integration behavior in electric hearing, both across subje
and for different electrodes in a given subject. Some subj
and electrodes~e.g., CXLrEL18! exhibit less temporal inte
gration ~expressed in percent dynamic range! than would be
expected in acoustic hearing; however, many others exh
considerably greater integration than that observed in
acoustic case. Electrode VVKrEL06 again demonstrates
greatest temporal integration, with a maximum thresh
shift ~approximately 6 dB, see Fig. 2! that is almost 40%
greater than the corresponding dynamic range for a 500
stimulus~4.5 dB, see Table II!. Whereas VVKrEL06 appear
to possess unusual characteristics, many other electr
demonstrate threshold shifts equivalent to 20% or more
dynamic range as stimulus duration decreases from 64
or fewer pulses. In comparison, an acoustic listener wo
exhibit threshold shifts corresponding to 10%–15% of d
namic range, depending upon stimulus parameters and
measured value of dynamic range.

The data in Fig. 4 have potentially important implic
tions with respect to cochlear-implant subjects’ detection
short-duration speech cues. Many speech processors en
the intensity level of an acoustic stimulus by varying curre
amplitude, and the input-output function used to map aco
tic intensity level to current amplitude for a particular ele

FIG. 4. Temporal-integration functions for 21 electrodes in eight cochle
implant subjects, shown with thresholds normalized to the threshold for
longest~64 pulse! stimulus and with threshold change expressed as a
centage of the dynamic range for each electrode. Dynamic range value
taken from Table II. Data for individual electrodes are represented by
same symbol-line combinations as in Fig. 2. The heavy, solid line~without
symbols! represents data that would be expected for a normal-hea
acoustic listener.
3712 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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trode is determined by measuring threshold and comforta
loudness levels for a relatively long-duration~e.g., 500-ms!
stimulus. Figure 4 indicates that, for the stimulus parame
used here, the current amplitude necessary to reach thres
for a brief (,40 ms) electric stimulus may correspond to t
current at any level from 0% to 50%~or more! of an elec-
trode’s dynamic range for a long-duration stimulus. In t
extreme case of electrode VVKrEL06, the current amplitu
at threshold for a one-pulse stimulus is higher than the c
rent amplitude at MAL for a long-duration stimulus; thu
the use of an input-output function based upon threshold
dynamic range measures for a long-duration stimulus wo
ensure that a single-pulse stimulus would never be hear

Consonant discrimination depends strongly on the
tener’s ability to distinguish differences in the amplitude
spectral characteristics of brief~e.g.,,50 ms! acoustic cues
embedded in the ongoing speech waveform. Speech pro
sors that use low stimulation rates~e.g., 250 Hz or less in the
Nucleus SPEAK and MPEAK processors! encode such cue
with relatively few pulses per stimulated electrode. This m
result in degraded consonant discrimination in those listen
~like VVK ! who have one or more electrodes with ste
temporal-integration functions and narrow dynamic rang
Relatively little is known about the effects of stimulus p
rameters such as pulse rate, pulse duration, and elect
configuration on temporal-integration behaviors for elect
stimuli; thus, it is difficult to predict whether consonant di
crimination would be enhanced or degraded by particu
speech-processing strategies. Effects of stimulus param
on temporal-integration slope and dynamic range are lik
to vary across individuals; thus, temporal integration may
one of several factors responsible for differences in spee
recognition ability across subjects and for different spee
processing strategies.

Dynamic range as a function of stimulus duration.Our
consideration of temporal integration in terms of the d
namic range of individual electrodes led us to quest
whether dynamic range, itself, is influenced by stimulus d
ration. To address this question, we evaluated maximum
ceptable loudness~MAL ! levels for three electrodes in eac
of four subjects~AMB, EES, FXC, and JPB! using pulse-
train stimuli that were identical to those used in construct
temporal-integration functions. MAL estimates were o
tained using the ascending method of limits described pr
ously, with stimuli presented continuously at a rate of 1
Dynamic range was computed by subtracting the mean 3
threshold for each stimulus~data shown in Figs. 2 and 3!
from the corresponding, measured MAL. Resulting data
shown in Fig. 5.

Each panel in Fig. 5 displays data for a single electro
Mean 3IFC-thresholds and MAL estimates are shown
shaded circles and shaded triangles, respectively, referre
the left-hand axis; dynamic range values are indicated
solid diamonds, referred to the right-hand axis. It is evid
that the effects of train duration on MAL and dynamic ran
varied across subjects and electrodes, for the 12 electr
tested. In general, MAL decreased or remained relativ
constant as train duration increased. However, the rela
slopes of threshold-duration functions and MAL-durati

r-
e
r-
are
e

g
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in four
from Figs. 2
MAL data
right-hand
FIG. 5. Threshold, maximum acceptable loudness~MAL !, and dynamic range measures as a function of stimulus duration for three electrodes each
subjects. Each panel shows data for a different electrode, as indicated. Thresholds, represented by shaded circles, are mean 3IFC data replotted
and 3; MALs, represented by shaded triangles, were obtained using an ascending method-of-limits procedure described in the text. Threshold and
are referred to the left-hand axis. Dynamic range measures computed from threshold and MAL values are shown as solid diamonds, referred to the
axis.
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functions varied, with MAL-duration functions being steep
~e.g., JPBrEL07!, shallower~e.g., AMBrEL12! or similar in
slope~e.g., FXCrEL18! to the threshold-duration functions
This produced dynamic ranges that decreased, increase
remained relatively constant as the stimulus train was len
ened. In short, stimulus duration had an inconsistent ef
on dynamic range for the stimulus parameters used here

B. Psychometric functions

Figure 6 shows fitted psychometric function data for
test electrodes, obtained with the 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, and 64-pu
stimuli. The data are linear in logd8 versus dB coordinates
as plotted. The 64-pulse data were not used in prediction
3713 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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temporal-integration slopes according to the multiple-loo
hypothesis~see below!, but are shown for completeness8

Details of Fig. 6 are discussed below.
Certainty of slope estimates.Table IV summarizes slope

estimates and related statistics for the same psychom
functions. Slopes were computed for 54 of 55 data sets
one instance~SLBrEL21, one-pulse stimulus!, a valid slope
estimate could not be obtained because percent-correc
sponses met the criteria for inclusion in the fitted function
only two levels of the signal. This occurred even thou
signal levels were sampled at the smallest possible cur
increments, i.e., 1-CSU steps. Considerable uncertainty
associated with psychometric-function slope estimates
the individually fit ~1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, or 64-pulse! functions, as
3713Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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FIG. 6. Psychometric functions for detection for 11 electrodes from eight cochlear-implant subjects. Each panel represents data for a single s
electrode, as indicated in the panel’s top-left corner. Psychometric-function data for 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse stimuli are shown as filled circles, ope
filled triangles, and open circles, respectively. Solid lines represent linear regression fits to these short-duration data. Data points and fitted functi
64-pulse stimulus are shown as filled squares and dashed lines, respectively. Slope estimates for individual psychometric functions are listed in the
corner of each panel, and the composite slope estimate obtained by simultaneously fitting the 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse data~see text! is given in the box in each
panel’s lower-left corner.~Composite functions are not plotted!. The scaling ofx andy axes has been held constant across panels to emphasize differ
in psychometric-function slopes, although the origin varies with electrode.
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reflected by their large standard error~se! values and large
coefficients of variation~CVs!. Coefficients of variation av-
eraged 22% for the 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse conditions a
19% for the 64-pulse condition. Moreover, large stand
errors coupled with the small number of data points comp
ing individual functions often resulted in unacceptably lar
confidence intervals~90% CI limits!. The certainty of com-
posite slope estimates@comp~1–8!# was considerably better
For these functions, the mean CV was 12%, and confide
3714 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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intervals were much narrower. Recall that composite slo
were computed by simultaneously fitting the 1-, 2-, 4-, a
8-pulse data sets with four functions having identical slop
and variabley intercepts~see Sec. I!. Composite slope esti
mates were generally similar to the mean slope estimates
the four short-duration conditions@mean ~1–8!#; however,
given that underlying psychometric-function slopes are c
stant with signal duration, the composite estimates lik
provide a more accurate estimate of the ‘‘true’’ slope for
3714Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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TABLE IV. Individual and composite psychometric-function slopes obtained for 11 electrodes in eight cochlear-implant users. Individual functions fo
2-, 4-, 8-, and 64-pulse stimuli were estimated by least-squares linear regression fits of the data for a particular stimulus to the equation logd85a8x1b, where
d8 is detection performance,x is stimulus amplitude~dB re: 1 mA!, andb is a sensitivity constasnt. Composite slope stimates@comp ~1–8!# were obtained
by simultaneously fitting four functions logd85a8x1bi , with a common slopea8 and variable sensitivity constantsbi , to the 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse data fo
each electrode. Standard errors of slope estimates@se(a8)#, coefficients of variation@CV~%!#, and 90% confidence intervals~90% CI! are listed for each
function. For each electrode, the mean of individual short-duration slopes~1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulses! is also given@mean~1–8!#.

Electrode No. pulses a8 se(a8) CV~%! 90% CI Electrode No. pulses a8 se(a8) CV~%! 90% CI

AMArEL04 1 1.00 0.28 28 0.35–1.66 EESrEL18 1 0.96 0.12 12 0.71–1.2
2 0.93 0.24 26 0.41–1.45 2 1.37 0.18 13 0.86–1.8
4 0.67 0.17 25 0.35–0.99 4 0.84 0.11 13 0.61–1.0
8 0.72 0.09 13 0.54–0.89 8 0.95 0.16 17 0.56–1.3
64 0.80 0.12 15 0.55–1.05 64 0.42 0.06 13 0.32–0.5

comp ~1–8! 0.74 0.09 12 0.59–0.89 comp~1–8! 0.95 0.07 7 0.83–1.08
mean~1–8! 0.83 mean~1–8! 1.03

AMArEL19 1 1.77 0.17 10 1.37–2.17 FXCrEL18 1 0.49 0.37 31 0.32–2.0
2 1.84 0.24 13 1.14–2.54 2 0.56 0.09 15 0.40–0.7
4 1.56 0.10 6 1.28–1.84 4 0.64 0.12 19 0.39–0.8
8 1.06 0.32 30 0.14–1.98 8 0.50 0.05 8 0.41–0.5
64 0.98 0.15 15 0.68–1.29 64 0.47 0.06 13 0.35–0.5

comp 1–8 1.58 0.13 8 1.35–1.81 comp~1–8! 0.54 0.04 8 0.47–0.60
mean~1–8! 1.56 mean~1–8! 0.53

AMBrEL06 1 0.34 0.04 11 0.28–0.41 JPBrEL16 1 0.82 0.15 19 0.49–1.
2 0.59 0.22 38 20.06–1.23 2 0.78 0.13 17 0.51–1.06
4 0.38 0.09 24 0.18–0.57 4 0.36 0.14 38 0.07–0.6
8 0.55 0.11 20 0.30–0.80 8 0.42 0.08 18 0.27–0.5
64 0.47 0.10 21 0.19–0.75 64 0.63 0.10 16 0.33–0.9

comp ~1–8! 0.38 0.04 9 0.32–0.44 comp~1–8! 0.53 0.07 13 0.40–0.62
mean~1–8! 0.46 mean~1–8! 0.60

AMBrEL20 1 0.39 0.06 16 0.26–0.51 SLBrEL21 1 a a a a

2 0.29 0.11 39 0.06–0.52 2 1.07 0.14 13 0.45–1.0
4 0.33 0.06 18 0.21–0.46 4 1.04 0.08 8 0.84–1.2
8 0.25 0.05 21 0.15–0.36 8 1.48 0.41 28 21.13–4.09
64 0.40 0.05 11 0.32–0.48 64 0.82 0.18 21 0.31–1.3

comp ~1–8! 0.30 0.04 12 0.24–0.37 comp~1–8! 0.99 0.09 9 0.81–1.16
mean~1–8! 0.32 mean~1–8! 1.20

CXLrEL11 1 0.82 0.16 20 0.47–1.17 VVKrEL06 1 0.35 0.05 13 0.27–0.4
2 0.96 0.20 21 20.28–2.20 2 0.20 0.02 8 0.16–0.23
4 0.23 0.14 60 20.06–0.53 4 0.45 0.11 25 0.22–0.67
8 0.26 0.03 11 0.20–0.33 8 0.31 0.05 17 0.20–0.4
64 0.35 0.15 43 0.03–0.67 64 0.28 0.07 25 0.11–0.4

comp ~1–8! 0.34 0.07 22 0.21–0.47 comp~1–8! 0.30 0.03 11 0.25–0.36
mean~1–8! 0.57 mean~1–8! 0.32

EESrEL05 1 0.62 0.21 34 0.01–1.23
2 1.73 0.28 16 0.93–2.54
4 1.43 1.26 88 2.24–5.10
8 0.81 0.13 16 0.55–1.07
64 0.57 0.09 15 0.40–0.74

comp ~1–8! 0.94 0.17 18 0.63–1.24
mean~1–8! 1.15

aA valid fit could not be obtained because only two data points met the criterion for inclusion.
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given electrode. The assumption of invariant slopes is c
sidered below.

Variability of slopes across stimulus conditions a
electrodes.Figure 6 illustrates several important aspects
psychometric-function slopes.~Here, we focus on the slope
for 1- to 8-pulse stimuli; slopes of 64-pulse functions a
considered briefly below.! First, it can be seen that slopes f
the short-duration stimuli varied markedly across electro
and subjects. Slope estimates for the individually fit 1-,
4-, and 8-pulse psychometric functions ranged from 0.20
1.84 logd8/dBmA, with a mean ~s.d.! value of
0.77 (0.45) logd8/dBmA. Composite slope estimates com
puted from the same 1- to 8-pulse data ranged from 0.3
1.58 with a mean~s.d.! value of 0.69 (0.40) logd8/dBmA.
3715 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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These individual and composite slopes are 2–20 tim
steeper than psychometric-function slopes reported for de
tion of tones in quiet by normal-hearing and cochle
impaired acoustic listeners, which range from 0.08
0.15 logd8/dB SPL ~Carlyon et al., 1990; Viemeister and
Wakefield, 1991!.

A second aspect of the data shown in Fig. 6 involv
differences in slope estimates across the four short-dura
conditions. For most electrodes, psychometric funct
slopes were relatively constant across these stimuli, vary
by 33% or less from their mean value. Electro
AMBrEL20, for example, yielded slopes of 0.39, 0.29, 0.3
and 0.25 logd8/dB for the 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse condition
respectively, and all four individual slope estimates f
3715Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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within 22% of their mean value~0.32!. Greater variability
was exhibited by electrodes EESrEL05 and VVKrEL06. F
these electrodes, individual slope estimates differed from
mean short-duration slope by as much as 51% and 4
respectively; however, slopes did not vary systematica
with stimulus duration. Electrodes CXLrEL11 and J
BrEL16 yielded slope estimates that were steeper for
shortest-duration stimuli~single pulses or 2-pulse trains! than
for stimuli with slightly longer durations~4- and 8-pulse
trains!; however, the apparent decrease in psychome
function slope with stimulus duration demonstrated by th
electrodes was not statistically significant.9

Psychometric-function slopes obtained for the 64-pu
stimulus were generally similar to those obtained for
short-duration stimuli. However, there was one clear exc
tion: For electrode EESrEL18, the 64-pulse psychomet
function slope of 0.42 logd8/dB was considerably shallowe
than the slopes estimated for the four short-duration stim
which averaged 1.03 logd8/dB. Current levels spanned b
psychometric functions~and mean 3IFC thresholds, see F
2! were similar across these conditions; thus, lev
dependent changes in neural-response characteristics c
account for this finding. We can offer no other explanatio

Perhaps the most important aspect of the psychome
functions shown in Fig. 6 is the variation of composite slo
estimates across electrodes. As noted above, comp
slopes ranged from 0.30 to 1.58 logd8/dB and were consid-
erably steeper than those reported in acoustic hearing. C
posite slopes were similar for pairs of test electrodes in
subjects: AMB’s electrodes rEL06 and rEL20 yielded slop
of 0.38 and 0.30 logd8/dB, and EES’s electrodes rEL05 an
rEL18 yielded slopes of 0.94 and 0.95 logd8/dB. In contrast,
composite slope estimates for AMA’s electrodes rEL04 a
rEL19 differed considerably, with respective values of 0.
and 1.58 logd8/dB. As mentioned earlier, differences in ne
ral survival may underlie the observed differences in psyc
metric function slopes across subjects and electrodes.
cific factors that may mediate these survival-rela
differences are considered below~Sec. III C!.

Correlations of slopes with absolute threshold and d
namic range.Sensitive absolute thresholds and wide d
namic ranges have been associated with increased surviv
spiral ganglion cells and myelinated peripheral processes
pecially when threshold and dynamic range measures are
tained with long phase-duration stimuli~Pfingstet al., 1981;
Pfingst and Sutton, 1983; Pfingstet al., 1985; Kawanoet al.,
1994!. Thus, if differences in neural survival are responsi
for differences in psychometric-function slopes across s
jects and electrodes, then it might be expected that
psychometric-function slopes would vary systematically w
one or both of these measures.

To evaluate this possibility, we computed correlatio
between psychometric-function slopes and two differ
measures of absolute threshold and dynamic range. Thr
old and dynamic range data for 205-ms/phase~125 Hz, 500
ms! pulse trains, listed in Table II, were available for all 1
electrodes.10 In addition, threshold and dynamic range da
for a longer phase-duration stimulus~1260 ms/phase, 125
Hz, 300 ms!, measured as part of another experiment, w
3716 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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available for six electrodes~AMBrEL06, AMBrEL20, EES-
rEL05, EESrEL18, FXCrEL18, and JPBrEL16!. As noted,
above, neural survival may be better predicted by thresh
and dynamic range measures at long phase durations;
correlations were performed for this subset of the data
well. Scatterplots of composite psychometric-function slop
~from Table IV! versus threshold and dynamic range me
sures for short and long phase-duration stimuli are show
Fig. 7. Heavy line segments represent least-squares li
regression fits to the data; corresponding regression pa
eters and correlation coefficients are indicated in each pa

Psychometric-function slopes tended to increase w
absolute threshold for both the 205- and 1260-ms/phase con-
ditions, although correlations were relatively weak~r
50.479 andr50.680, respectively! and failed to reach sta
tistical significance~p;0.13 in each case!. Dynamic range
was more strongly predictive of psychometric-functio
slope: A moderate negative correlation was obtained for
205-ms/phase condition~r520.65, df58, p50.04!, and a
strong negative correlation~r520.89, df54, p,0.05! was
obtained for the 1260-ms/phase condition. Although thes
correlations were based upon a small number of electro
they nonetheless suggest a link between slopes of psy
metric functions and neural survival.

To summarize, the data shown in Fig. 7 indicate th
psychometric-function slopes tend to increase with abso
threshold and are inversely related to dynamic range. T
supports our suggestion that the observed variability
psychometric-function slopes across subjects and electr
may be primarily attributable to differences in auditory-ner
survival.

C. Evaluation of the multiple-looks hypothesis

As discussed earlier, the simple version of the multip
looks hypothesis predicts an inverse relation betwe
psychometric-function slopes and slopes of the sh
duration segments of temporal-integration functions.
terms of the present data, the predicted relation is descr
by the hyperbolic function

10 logS I 2TI T D5
20.1505

a8
, ~1!

where 10 log(I2T /IT) is the slope of the temporal-integratio
function in units of dB threshold improvement per doublin
of stimulus pulses anda8 is the slope of the psychometri
function in logd8 versus dB coordinates. The derivation
Eq. ~1! is given in the Appendix.

Figure 8 shows a scatterplot of psychometric-functi
slope versus temporal-integration slope for the 11 electro
for which both measures were obtained. Data are plotted
log-log axes, resulting in linearization of the hyperbo
function predicted by the multiple-looks hypothesis~solid
line!. A point representing mean data reported by Carly
et al. ~1990! for four normal-hearing acoustic listeners is al
shown. Carlyonet al. estimated temporal-integration slope
by measuring subjects’ thresholds for a single 5-ms, 4-k
tone pulse and for trains of ten such pulses; they also m
sured psychometric-function slopes for the same stimuli. T
3716Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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FIG. 7. Scatterplots of composite psychometric-function slope for short-duration~1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse! stimuli versus absolute threshold and dynamic ran
Threshold and dynamic range values in the upper panels are for stimuli with short pulse durations~205ms/phase!. Threshold data represent 11 electrodes
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Regression parameters and corresponding correlation coefficients are also given.
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data point shown here, which is most comparable to
present data, is for pulse trains with 5-ms interpulse gap

The present cochlear-implant data conform fairly clos
to the line predicted by the simple version of the multip
looks model, and the prediction line accounts for 68% of
total variability in these data.11,12The data point representin
acoustic data from Carlyonet al. ~1990! also falls close to
the multiple-looks prediction line. There is clearly some
ror in the multiple-looks’ prediction of the present data; ho
ever, the model does a reasonable job of describing the
served relation between psychometric-function slope
temporal-integration slope over a relatively wide range
slope values.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Comparisons with other published data

Temporal-integration functions obtained from cochle
implant listeners have been reported in several previous s
ies. Shannon~1983, 1986! reported thresholds as a functio
of burst duration for 1000-Hz sinusoids, for one or mo
electrodes in each of five subjects. Slopes of tempo
integration functions were approximately 2.5 dB/doubling
stimulus duration for three subjects; one function repor
for a fourth subject had a slope of approximately 1.5 d
doubling. Five functions were reported for a fifth subje
and these demonstrated two distinct patterns: Three funct
were nearly flat~slopes;0.4 dB/doubling!; the other two
3717 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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showed considerably steeper slopes, but only at very s
durations. More recently, Shannon~1990! reported approxi-
mately 20 temporal-integration functions from six implant
subjects. Stimulus conditions were not specified, but w
presumably the same for all functions. Function slopes v
ied considerably, from approximately 2.5 dB/doubling
nearly flat. It is difficult to directly compare tempora
integration slopes obtained by Shannon~1983, 1986! with
the present data, since stimuli used in the two studies
fered in waveshape~sinusoidal versus pulsatile!, frequency
~1000 Hz versus 100 Hz! and pulse duration~;500 ms vs
200 ms!. These parameters have all been shown to af
temporal-integration slopes~White, 1984; Pfingstet al.,
1991; Moonet al., 1993; Pfingst and Morris, 1993!. The data
reported by Shannon~1990! suggest the same general degr
of intersubject variability in temporal-integration slopes
that observed in the present study.

Moon et al. ~1993! reported temporal-integration func
tions that are more directly comparable to the present d
They tested five subjects with the Nucleus implant, us
100-Hz pulse trains comprised of 1–30 biphasic puls
Slopes of temporal-integration functions became stee
with increasing pulse duration: 96-ms/phase pulse trains pro
duced temporal-integration functions with a mean slope
0.22 dB/doubling, whereas 1536-ms/phase pulse train
yielded functions with a mean slope of 0.81 dB/doublin
These values are roughly consistent with the mean tempo
3717Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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integration slope of 0.42 dB/doubling obtained in the pres
study for 100-Hz trains of 200-ms/phase biphasic pulse
Note that if the multiple-looks model is correct, Moo
et al.’s finding that temporal-integration slopes increase w
pulse duration predicts that psychometric-function slo
shoulddecreasewith increasing pulse duration. For examp
Eq. ~1! predicts that temporal-integration slopes of 0.22 a
0.81 dB/doubling~as reported by Moonet al. for 96- and
1536-ms/phase pulses! should correspond to psychometri
function slopes of 0.68 and 0.19 logd8/dB, respectively.
Moon et al. did not measure psychometric functions in th
study.

Pfingst et al. ~1991! have similarly observed tha
temporal-integration functions become steeper with incre
ing phase-duration of pulse-train stimuli~500-ms/phase ver-
sus 5-ms/phase!. Although psychometric functions were als
obtained, these investigators were unable to detect a sys
atic effect of phase duration on psychometric-functi
slopes. As mentioned earlier, it appears that their analy
were limited to qualitative observations. Given this, and c
sidering that detailed analyses of the present data were
essary to demonstrate a relation between psychome

FIG. 8. Scatterplot of temporal-integration slope versus psychome
function slope for 11 electrodes in eight cochlear-implant subjects for wh
both measures were obtained. Psychometric-function slopes (logd8/dB) are
the composite short-duration slopes obtained by simultaneously fitting
1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse data for each electrode with four linear functi
having a common slope and variabley intercepts~comp 1–8 slopes in Table
IV !. Temporal-integration slopes~dB threshold improvement per doublin
of number pulses! are those listed in Table III. Horizontal and vertical err
bars represent62 standard errors of slope estimates for psychometric fu
tions and temporal-integration functions, respectively. A point represen
mean data reported by Carlyonet al. ~1990! for normal-hearing acoustic
listeners is also shown~see text!. The solid line represents the equatio
predicted by the multiple-looks hypothesis@Eq. ~1! in the text#.
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function and temporal-integration slopes, their findings
neither surprising nor inconsistent with the present result

B. Support for the multiple-looks model

The present data generally support the multiple-loo
hypothesis of temporal integration. Specifically, they dem
strate an inverse relation between slopes of psychome
functions for detection and slopes of temporal-integrat
functions that is approximately described by Eq.~1!. Equa-
tion ~1! also predicts the relation between psychometr
function slopes and temporal-integration slopes in acou
listeners; thus, it accounts relatively well for both elect
and acoustic data over a wide range of psychomet
function and temporal-integration slope values.

Deviations of the present data from Eq.~1! may stem
largely from the inherent difficulty of measurin
psychometric-function slopes and temporal-integrat
slopes accurately. Both measures are prone to variability
posed by changes in listeners’ judgements over time, fluc
tions in absolute hearing sensitivity, and statistical limi
tions of the psychophysical measurement procedures~e.g.,
binomial variability!. Of course, deviations could also ste
from factors that are not accounted for by the simple form
the multiple-looks model, or from violations of its assum
tions that individual ‘‘looks’’ at the stimulus are indepen
dent, equally detectable, and optimally combined.

Additional tests of the multiple-looks model are possib
in implanted listeners. For example, as mentioned in the p
vious section, Pfingstet al., ~1991! and Moonet al. ~1993!
have shown that temporal-integration functions increase w
biphasic pulse duration in electric hearing, suggesting t
slopes of psychometric functions for detection must decre
with pulse duration. If so, and the model is correct, th
changes in psychometric-function slope with pulse durat
should quantitatively predict changes in temporal-integrat
slope according to Eq.~1!. Importantly, data for a range o
pulse durations could be obtained on the same test e
trodes, permitting a more direct test of the model than t
provided in the present study.

C. Neural factors underlying variability of
psychometric-function slopes

Perhaps the most important finding of the present st
is that slopes of psychometric functions for detection va
considerably across implant listeners and for different
gions of implanted cochleas. The relations discussed ear
namely the tendency of psychometric-function slopes to
crease with absolute threshold, and the inverse correla
between psychometric-function slopes and dynamic ran
indicate that differences in psychometric-function slop
across subjects and electrodes may be mediated by di
ences in the types and relative numbers of surviving coch
neurons.

A possible explanation for these findings is that lo
thresholds and wide dynamic ranges reflect the existenc
peripheral processes~so-calleddendrites! in the vicinity of
the stimulating electrodes. Threshold detection is presuma
mediated by a relatively small number of neural eleme

c-
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-
g
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among those closest to the stimulating electrodes; thus,
population neural response to a threshold stimulus sho
stem primarily from dendritic processes when these ex
Available physiologic data suggest that electrical stimulat
of auditory-nerve fibers at their dendritic processes result
shallower rate-intensity functions than stimulation at th
central processes~axons! ~van den Honert and Stypulkowsk
1984; Javel, 1990!. Thus, relatively shallow rate-intensit
~RI! functions should characterize neural responses
threshold-level stimuli in regions of good dendritic surviva
Other factors~e.g., the stochastic properties of neural
sponses! being constant, shallow RI functions would be e
pected to result in shallow psychometric-function slopes.

A second factor to be considered is the spatial densit
neural elements stimulated at threshold. Because dege
tion occurs in a peripheral-to-proximal sequence~e.g.,
Spoendlin, 1975; Leake and Hradek, 1988! and loss of den-
dritic processes is typically greater than loss of spiral g
glion cell bodies in deafened human ears~e.g., Hinojosa and
Marion, 1983; Suzuka and Schuknecht, 1988!, neural density
may be relatively lower for surviving dendrites than for co
responding axons. If so, then growth of the population neu
response at threshold should be more gradual in the cas
dendritic survival. Both shallow rate-intensity functions a
reduced spatial density of surviving neurons are consis
with the relations we have observed here between psy
metric function slope and measures of threshold and
namic range.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Slopes of temporal-integration functions vary consid
ably across cochlear-implant listeners and, in some cases
different electrodes in a particular cochlea. For the stim
used here~100-Hz trains of 200-ms/phase biphasic pulses!,
temporal-integration slopes in implanted listeners are s
stantially shallower than the 2.5 dB doubling typically r
ported for acoustic listeners.

Slopes of psychometric functions for detection also v
widely across implant listeners, and for different electrod
in some cochleas. Psychometric-function slopes may be
marily determined by the characteristics of surviving au
tory neurons in stimulated regions of the cochlea.

Temporal-integration slopes vary inversely wi
psychometric-function slopes. This inverse relation is re
tively well-described by a hyperbolic function predicted by
simple version of the multiple-looks model of temporal int
gration. The multiple-looks model appears to account fo
wide range of temporal-integration slopes in cochle
implant and acoustic listeners on the basis of difference
psychometric-function slopes, and is generally supported
the present data.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQ. (1)

Equation~1! relates slopes of temporal-integration fun
tions to slopes of psychometric functions for detection,
cording to assumptions of the multiple-looks model of te
poral integration. It is derived as follows:

According to the simple form of the multiple-looks hy
pothesis,dn85And18 , wheredn8 is the detectability ofn, in-
dependent, optimally combined looks andd18 is the detect-
ability of a single look. Assumingn5bT, whereT is the
duration of the stimulus andb is a constant determined b
the duration of a look, it follows that

dT85AbTd18 .

We assume that the psychometric function for one look
be described asd185kIa. Thus,dT85AbTkIa, wherek, b,
anda are assumed not to depend onn ~or T!.

The ‘‘threshold’’ value ofI is

I T5mT21/2a,

wherem is a constant determined by the constantsk and
b, and by the value ofd8 used to define threshold. For eac
doubling of duration,

I 2T
I T

5221/2a

and

10 logS I 2TI T D52
1

2a
~3.01!52

21.505

a
.

Note thata is the slope of the psychometric function fo
detection in logd8 versus logI coordinates. Psychometric
function slopes (a8) for the present data were computed
coordinates of logd8 versus 10 logI. Thus,a510*a8, and
the equation can be rewritten

10 logS I 2TI T D52
20.1505

a8
.

1The multiple-looks model is not unique in predicting a relation between
form of the psychometric function and temporal integration. As noted b
reviewer, a scheme in which a nonlinearity precedes a temporal integ
and internal noisecould predict such a relation. However, the relation b
tween the nonlinearity and the form of the psychometric function is unc
tain: The uncertainty arises because properties of the internal noise
unknown. In contrast, the simple version of the multiple-looks model, t
is discussed here, makes a direct prediction and requires no assump
about internal noise. Furthermore, there is experimental evidence tha
nonlinearity-integration scheme is not tenable as a general account of
poral integration~Viemeister and Wakefield, 1991!.
2Current step units~CSUs! are logarithmic units of current amplitude uti
lized in the Nucleus 22-electrode device. Decibel values equivalent
3719Donaldson et al.: Temporal integration in electric hearing
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CSU vary as a function of stimulus level. They generally ranged from
to 0.3 dB for the stimulus levels used in the present study.
3Collection of complete sets insured that any effects of learning or of ti
varying subject state were distributed more-or-less uniformly across st
lus conditions. Random stimulus order would have been preferable in
respect; however, testers could more reliably choose appropriate sta
and maximum-safe-stimulation levels when stimuli were tested in a sh
to-long sequence, and subjects generally preferred this stimulus order
4The 3 to 4 data sets~21–28 tracks! initially obtained for a particular
temporal-integration function typically included 1 or 2 tracks that requi
replacement because reversals converged poorly and, thus, did not pr
a reliable estimate of threshold. In contrast to this, unusual variability
initial thresholds was only a problem for a few stimuli across all 21 fu
tions. Frequently, there was enough time remaining in a subjects’s sc
uled session to collect an additional, partial set of data~in short-to-long
stimulus order! after the first 3 to 4 complete sets had been obtained
such cases, we typically made use of the available time to collect an a
tional track for each of the short-duration~1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse! stimuli or
for each stimulus that yielded initial thresholds that were slightly m
variable than others.
5The descending–ascending procedure was convenient because it allow
to determine appropriate stimulus levels on the basis of an initial desc
ing run. Some subjects demonstrated hysteresis in their performance
the middle of the psychometric function for ascending versus descen
runs; thus, it seemed appropriate to alternate between these two cond
We have subsequently compared psychometric function slo
(log d8/dB) estimated with the descending–ascending procedure to sl
obtained when stimuli were completely randomized across level, and fo
no systematic differences.
6Since psychometric functions were often steep and the size of level in
ments was limited by the resolution of the implant receiver–stimula
percent-correct performance sometimes increased from chance to p
levels in only 3 to 4 steps. Thus, it was important to include as many
points as could be justified in the psychometric-function fits. Use of
confidence-interval criterion allowed us to include points close to chanc
perfect performance if the variability of block-to-block percent-corre
scores was small. By the same token, it forced us~appropriately! to exclude
points in the 60%–90% correct range~which would typically be included!
if the corresponding confidence interval was large. The confidence-inte
criterion was first used by Buus and Florentine~1991!, who showed that it
tends to bias resulting slope estimates slightly toward shallower values
reader is referred to their paper for further discussion of this point.
7Gerkenet al. ~1990! have shown that the short-duration portions of aco
tic temporal integration functions are approximately linear when plotted
coordinates of log duration versus log amplitude.
8Note that the relative position of psychometric functions along the absc
of each panel in Fig. 6 does not always agree with the correspon
temporal-integration function. For example, in the data for CXLrEL11,
one-pulse psychometric function is positioned to the left of the two-pu
psychometric function, suggesting~incorrectly! that the one-pulse threshol
was lower than the two-pulse threshold. These discrepancies re
changes in absolute sensitivity that occurred between the test session
ing which psychometric functions were collected. To insure that such
sitivity shifts did not contaminate the data, temporal-integration functi
that were collected over two sessions were monitored for sensitivity sh
and psychometric functions were always obtained within a single test
sion ~see Sec. I!.
9Simultaneous fits to the 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-pulse data were performed u
both model I regression~one slope and four intercepts! and model II re-
gression~four slopes and four intercepts!. Model II regression did not ac-
count for significantly greater variability than model I regression in eit
case. This indicates that there were no significant differences among
four short-duration slope-estimates for either electrode.
10Electrode CXLrEL11 did not reach MAL at the output limits of th
receiver–stimulator for the 205-ms/phase stimulus. Because an accur
estimate of dynamic range could not be obtained, this electrode was
cluded from the correlation of psychometric function slope versus
namic range~upper right panel, Fig. 7!.

11Because both temporal-integration slopes and psychometric-func
slopes were estimated with error, it was appropriate to compute the
centage oftotal ~x plus y! variability accounted for by the multiple-look
prediction line. This computation was performed on the log-transform
data~as plotted in Fig. 8!. To determine the ‘‘residual’’ variability (D2),
the distance from each data point to the prediction line was comp
3720 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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along a vector whose angle was determined by the relative magnitud
thex andy errors for that point.~If variability was greater in they dimen-
sion, the vector was more nearly vertical; if variability was greater in
x dimension, the vector was more nearly horizontal.! D2 was taken to be
the sum of the squared distances obtained in this manner. The total
ability (D0

2) was computed by determining a weighted sum-of-squares
thex values and a weighted sum of squares for they values, and summing
these quantities. The proportion of variability explained by the predict
line was taken to be 12(D2/D0

2).
12Elimination of the data point for electrode VVKrEL06 increased the p
centage of variability accounted for by the multiple-looks prediction li
from 68.3% to 75.0%.~This electrode’s temporal-integration slope wa
considerably different than that for other electrodes, and could be vie
as an outlier.! The approximate significance~p value! associated with
68.3% explained variability is 0.15; that associated with 75.0% variabi
is 0.07. Significance values must be viewed as approximate becau
theoretical prediction line rather than the best-fitting regression line
used to account for variability.
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